
Topfil
A taste of Nature

Harvest 
the fruits 

Let’s harvest the fruits together!



The benefits of Puratos fruit fillings
At Puratos, we are just as excited about finished goods with fruit fillings as you!
As consumers attach more importance to the quality of their fillings, we insist our fruit
fillings are as natural as they can be ... as if we harvested the fruits ourselves.

Naturalness & Authenticity

Puratos works closely with their
fruit suppliers throughout the
year to harvest fruit at peak
ripeness. Your customers will
be able to see and taste the
difference of these fruit fillings
that highlight the true taste and
texture of the fruits.

3 Up to 90% fruit content 

3 Great fruit integrity 

3 Wide range of fruit varieties

Performance

With many years of experience in
pastry, we have created a range
of fruit fillings that are perfect
for any application you have
in mind. Designed to meet the
most demanding requirements
of professionals, our range of
Topfil will enable you to create
innovative filled sweet goods, for
any occasion.

3 Ready to use

3 Bake stable

3 Freeze/thaw stable

Clean(er) Label

With the increased consumer
demand for clean(er) labels, we
clean up our label where we can.
• Removing or reducing of some 
 ingredients to shorten 

ingredient declaration
• Introducing natural flavours 

and colours
• Eliminating partially 

hydrogenated oils
• Never using high fructose corn 

syrup

3 NAFNAC

3 No high fructose corn syrup 

Our commitment to you: 

We deliver reliable bakery and patisserie products that are packed full of fruits and natural ingredients 
to assist you in showcasing your craftsmanship and skills to delight your customers.



What makes Topfil so unique?
Topfil is a range of delicious fruit fillings made with fruit pieces for enhanced 
taste, texture and natural visual appeal. It is the perfect solution for consumers 
looking for more natural food. Full of only the best selected fruits, Topfil gives 
crunch to fruit preparations, as well as the juicy taste.

Our wide range of varieties, the premium quality and
convenience means you have endless possibilities for
creations in terms of fillings or topping for sweet goods.

Apply Topfil in all fresh and frozen sweet goods ...

Pastries Tarts and pies Cakes Mousses and entremets

Technical specifications
Packaging:  8- 9 kg pails, depending on fruit 
Shelf life:  Up to 6 months, depending on fruit  
Storage:  Ambient
Format:  Ready-to-use

TOPFIL Gourmet
Minimum 60% Fruit

TOPFIL Plus
Minimum 40% Fruit

TOPFIL Choice
Minimum 20% Fruit

A fruit filling for your every need ...

Item name Item #
Sliced apple  4010385 

Item name Item #
Diced apple  4010387 
Cherry   4010388
Strawberry Rhubarb  4010393
mixed Berry  4010386  

Item name Item #
Wild Blueberry  4010390
Raspberry  4010391
Strawberry  4010389 



www.puratos.ca
Puratos Canada Inc. - 520 Slate Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L5T 0A1
Toll free: 1.800.668.5537 - Tel: 905.362.3668 - Email: info.canada@puratos.com

Let’s harvest the fruits together!

Visit our website
for more information

and recipe ideas
www.puratos.ca


